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IPS – Intelligent
packaging software
Sealing System robot software for easy
programming of pallet patterns.
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Overview of pallets, sheets and products.
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Specifications for products.
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Overview of pallets and pick up.
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Create pallet pattern with drag and drop.

Programming made easy

Short introduction

Sealing System have developed IPS - Intelligent Packaging Software. A software for easy programming of pallet patterns.
IPS does not require highly developed programming skills. This
makes it easy for the end user, who will be able to create or edit
palletizing patterns within 10 minutes.

The software includes the set-up of five pre-programmed pallet
patterns, following the project specifications. It is easy to get
started, after only a short introduction, the end user will be able
to edit:

Based on knowledge
The development of the IPS is based on considerable knowledge
of robot palletizing, gained from many years of experience. The IPS
has been thoroughly developed by our robot programmers and
engineers and further tested and adjusted in close collaboration
with our customers.

User friendly interface
We know the importance of a user friendly and logic design of user
interface. Which is why we brought in designers for the development, with the knowledge of user needs and behaviour.







Pallet types
Products
Sheet adding
Pallet patterns
Placing of robot tools/grippers

Cost saving
One of the great advantages of our programming software, is end
users being able to create and edit pallet patterns. Skills which
usually would require a certified robot programmer. This lowers
your cost of robot programming substantially.

Contact
Contact us to learn more about your IPS possibilities.
T +45 7529 2092
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Highlights
 The end user / Operators can easily change pallet patterns.
 The end user / Operators can create new pallet patterns in
only 10 minutes.
 Easy edditing of gripper placement
 One day learning course only
 Lowers the cost of robot programming, usually required by
a certified Robot Programmer

Finish - Now export to robot.
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we are building
intelligent
packaging
solutions
We want to be your preferred
supplier of packaging solutions
- from robot palletizing to
packaging machines.
Competent and committed
employees with the latest
know how and professional
pride in system and machine
solutions are at your disposal.
Reliability and flexibility is your
assurance of quality on time
- and the expected return on
investment.
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